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INTRODUCTION 

Current processes in modern Exploration Business Units demand more accuracy in the projection of expected 
producible resources in which reservoir engineering becomes a key factor skill in the exploration decision 
making within their subsurface teams. 

AIM: 

1. To aid corporations to make right decisionsefficiently. 

2. To characterize risk and communicate in a timelyfashion. 

3. To assess reliable corporate hydrocarbonvalue 

4. To expedite the farm-in and farm-out benchmarkprocess. 

5. To perform analog data collection efficiently before, during and after the explorationprocess. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

Are view of traditional exploration assessment process observed while working on different major Oil and Gas 
Companies helped to create a reservoir engineering evaluation and assessment workflow to help mitigate 
risk during subsurface evaluations. 

RESULTS: 

Reservoir engineering assessment work flow has help edtoexpeditethe hydrocarbon evaluation with in the 
exploration process and has help to expedite the decision making in afarm- inandfarm-outprocess 
(M&A,A&D). 

CONCLUSIONS: 

Nowadays major Oil & Gas companies realized that reservoir engineering is a fundamental skill in the 
decision making of their corporate exploration plans for value creation. As such, they are deploying or 
creating reservoir engineering taskforces to their Exploration Busines Units to help expedite their asset 
assessment process. 
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